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Abstract
We present a new construction for Poisson transforms between vector
bundle valued differential forms on homogeneous parabolic geometries and
vector bundle valued differential forms on the corresponding Riemannian
symmetric space, which can be described in terms of finite dimensional rep-
resentations of reductive Lie groups. In particular, we use these operators to
relate the BGG-sequences on the domain with twisted deRham sequences on
the target space. Finally, we explicitly design a family of Poisson transforms
between standard tractor valued differential forms for the real hyperbolic
space and its boundary which are compatible with the BGG-complex.
1 Introduction
In the realms of harmonic analysis the Poisson transform was introduced to solve
the problem of finding joint eigenfunctions for the algebra of invariant differential
operators on a symmetric space [12]. Explicitly, to any X = G/K one can natu-
rally assigned its Fu¨rstenberg boundary B, which is topologically a sphere, and the
natural G-action on X extends smoothly to B, c.f. [2, ch. 1.6]. Then the Poisson
transforms map smooth functions on B to smooth functions on X . Subsequently,
these operators were generalized to map between sections of arbitrary homoge-
neous vector bundles in [17] for the case of real rank 1 and independently in [16]
and [18] for arbitrary Riemannian symmetric spaces. Finally, in [8] P.-Y. Gaillard
introduced an alternative construction of Poisson transforms for differential forms
on hyperbolic spaces of even dimension which are phrased in terms of the exterior
calculus.
Although Poisson transforms are a fundamental tool in the spectral theory
of Riemannian symmetric spaces, their interplay with the geometric structure of
B was mostly disregarded. Via the induced G-action the boundary B can be
viewed as a homogeneous space G/P , where P is a minimal parabolic subgroup
of G, and thus is naturally a (homogeneous) parabolic geometry. These geometric
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structures, which include conformal, CR and projective manifolds, have been an
target of intensive study in recent years due to their roˆle in the study of Poincare´-
Einstein manifolds [1], AdS/CFT correspondence [14], complex analysis [7] and
representation theory [13]. One of the major tools in the theory of parabolic ge-
ometries are the BGG-sequences [5, 3], which in the case of homogeneous spaces
are complexes. For a given tractor bundle V these consist of a series of homology
bundles Hk = Hk(G/P, V ) over G/P as well as a series of differential operators
Dk : Γ(Hk) → Γ(Hk+1) whose cohomology computes the twisted deRham coho-
mology. These operators turn out to encode a great amount of information about
the underlying parabolic geometry.
The aim of this paper is to generalize Gaillard’s approach as well as the scalar
valued case in [10] to Poisson transforms between vector bundle valued differential
forms on homogeneous parabolic geometries G/P and their corresponding Rie-
mannian symmetric spaces G/K. Explicitly, if V → G/P and W → G/K are
homogeneous vector bundles, we define G-equivariant integral operators
Φ: Ωk(G/P, V )→ Ωℓ(G/K,W )
whose kernels are induced by invariant elements in a finite dimensional repre-
sentation of a reductive Lie group. Furthermore, since the construction of these
operators is tailored to the exterior calculus on homogeneous spaces, their com-
position with several invariant differential operators can be expressed in terms
of equivariant computations of the underlying kernels. This in turn enables us
to give a simple condition on the kernel ensuring that the corresponding Poisson
transform Φ naturally factors to a G-equivariant map
Φ: Γ(Hk(G/P, V ))→ Ω
ℓ(G/K,W )
which are compatible with the BGG-complex.
As an application, we consider the group G = SO(n + 1, 1)0, in which case
G/K is the real hyperbolic space of dimension n+1 with G/P being its conformal
boundary. Then for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 we construct a family of Poisson transforms
Φk between tractor valued k-forms on G/P and G/K which naturally factor to
the BGG-complex and have the following properties:
Theorem. Let G = SO(n+1, 1)0, K its maximal compact subgroup, P its minimal
parabolic subgroup and V the standard representation of G. Then for all 1 ≤ k ≤
n− 1 and any density bundle E [λ]→ G/P with λ ∈ R the G-equivariant operators
Φk,λ : Γ(Hk(G/P,G×P V)⊗ E [λ])→ Ω
k(G/K,G×K V)
induced by Φk satisfy the following properties:
(i) The image of Φk,λ is contained in the space of coclosed differential forms
on G/K which are eigenforms for a twisted Laplace operator with eigenvalue
−λ(n− 2k + λ).
(ii) For all k = 1, . . . , n − 2 the BGG-operators Dk and the covariant exterior
derivative d∇ induced by the tractor connection are related by
(k + 2)d∇ ◦ Φk,0 = (−1)
n−kk(n− 2k)Φk+1,0 ◦Dk.
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This paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we briefly recall the definition
of the BGG-complex on homogeneous parabolic geometries as well as introduce a
calculus for tractor bundle valued differential forms on a Riemannian symmetric
space. Afterwards, we will relate these two types of homogeneous spaces in section
3 by presenting a new construction of Poisson transforms between vector valued
differential forms on G/P and G/K and analyse their compositions with several
invariant differential operators. As an application of this theory we turn in the
last section to the construction of a family of Poisson transforms between tractor
valued differential forms on the conformal sphere and the real hyperbolic space,
which naturally descend to the BGG-complex, and study their behaviour after
composition with several differential operators.
2 Geometry of homogeneous spaces
2.1 Invariant connections, covariant exterior derivative
Let G be a Lie group and H a closed subgroup of G. The canonical projectionG→
G/H endows G with the structure of a principal H-bundle over G/H . It is well
known ([4, Proposition 1.4.3]) that there is an equivalence of categories between
homogeneous vector bundles V overG/H and finite dimensionalH-representations
V given by the associate bundle V = G×HV. Furthermore, G-invariant sections of
V are in bijective correspondence with H-invariant elements of V, c.f. [4, Theorem
1.4.4].
Recall that aG-invariant connection∇ on a homogeneous vector bundle V gives
rise to the covariant exterior derivative, i.e. a family of G-invariant differential
operators d∇ : Ωk(G/H, V ) → Ωk+1(G/H, V ) for all 0 ≤ k ≤ dim(G/H) − 1.
These operators satisfy d∇d∇ω = R∇ ∧ ω for all ω ∈ Ωk(G/H, V ), where R∇ is
the curvature of ∇. In particular, the twisted deRham sequence
0 Γ(V ) Ω1(G/H, V ) . . . Ωdim(G/H)(G/H, V )∇ d
∇ d∇
is a complex if and only if the connection ∇ is flat. If V is a homogeneous vector
bundle associated to a representation of the full group G, then it always carries a
flat G-invariant connection ∇V . In this case, we call V a tractor bundle and ∇V
the tractor connection.
Let s ∈ Γ(V ) be a section of a homogeneous vector bundle V = G ×H V and
f : G→ V the corresponding smooth, H-equivariant map. The G-action on f gives
rise to an action of the universal enveloping algebra u(g) of the Lie algebra g of G
by right-invariant vector fields. In particular, the Casimir operator C of g induces a
G-equivariant differential operator DC : Γ(V )→ Γ(V ) for all homogeneous vector
bundles over G/H .
Remark. For a real semisimple Lie group G with finite centre we will consider
in section 3 its corresponding symmetric space G/K and a parabolic geometry
G/P and relate geometric properties via G-equivariant linear operators Φ mapping
between vector valued differential forms. In particular, since the operator DC is
induced by the g-action on the underlying representation it will also commute with
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Φ. Our aim in the following two sections is to express the operator DC in terms of
well known differential operators on G/K and G/P , respectively, c.f. Theorems 2
and 3.
2.2 Homogeneous parabolic geometries
Let G be a semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra g and let P ⊂ G be a parabolic
subgroup with Lie algebra p. Recall that there is a corresponding |k|-grading on
g, i.e. a vector space decomposition g = g−k ⊕ . . .⊕ gk so that:
(a) [gi, gj ] ⊂ gi+j , where we agree that gi = {0} for i > |k|,
(b) g− :=
⊕
i<0 gi is generated by g−1,
(c) p coincides with
⊕
i≥0 gi.
There is a unique element E ∈ g0, called the grading element, which is character-
ized by [E,X ] = jX for all X ∈ gj . The Killing form on g induces nongenerate
pairings between gi and g−i for all i ≥ 0 and also a P -equivariant isomorphism
between (g/p)∗ and the nilradical p+ :=
⊕
i>0 gi of p.
Exploiting the Lie algebra structure on the fibres of the cotangent bundle
T ∗(G/P ) ∼= G×P p+ on G/P , we can use the Lie algebra homology differential to
introduce a series of G-invariant differential operators defined on the corresponding
homology bundles. These sequence of operators form a complex, called the BGG-
complex, which turns out to be a resolution of the deRham complex. Since we will
rely on its construction in the sequel, we will recall it explicitly.
Consider the standard complex for Lie algebra homology of p+ with values
in a P -representation V. The k-chain space in this complex is given by the P -
module Ck(p+,V) := Λ
kp+ ⊗ V, and the differential is the map ∂
∗ : Ck(p+,V) →
Ck−1(p+,V) defined by
∂∗(Z1 ∧ . . . ∧ Zk ⊗ v) :=
k∑
i=1
(−1)i+1Z1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ẑi ∧ . . . ∧ Zk ⊗ Zi · v
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+j [Zi, Zj ] ∧ Z1 ∧ . . . Ẑi . . . Ẑj . . . ∧ Zk ⊗ v
for all Z1, . . . , Zk ∈ p+ and v ∈ V, where the hat denotes omission. For histor-
ical reasons this map is called the Kostant codifferential. A direct computation
shows that ∂∗ is P -equivariant and satisfies ∂∗ ◦ ∂∗ = 0. In particular, its kernel
and image are P -invariant subspaces in Ck(p+,V) and thus the k-th homology
space Hk(p+,V) := ker(∂
∗)/ im(∂∗) is naturally a P -module, which is completely
reducible.
Another property, which will be important in section 3.3, is that the Kostant
codifferential is self adjoint with respect to the wedge product.
Proposition 1. Let G be a semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra g, P ⊂ G a
parabolic subgroup with Lie algebra p and let n = dim(G/P ). For a P -representation
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V let α ∈ Ck(p+,V) and β ∈ Cn+1−k(p+,V
∗) be two chains. Then the Kostant
codifferential satisfies
(∂∗α) ∧ β = (−1)kα ∧ (∂∗β),
where the wedge product is formed by applying the contraction V⊗ V∗ → R.
Proof. For X ∈ p+ denote by ρ
V
X the P -equivariant map on Ck(p+,V) given by
the tensor product of the identity on Λkp+ and the action of X on V and let ǫX
be the map φ 7→ X ∧ φ. Let {ξ1, . . . , ξn} be a basis of p+ and {η1, . . . , ηn} a basis
of g− which are dual with respect to the Killing form. We interpret a k-chain
φ ∈ Ck(p+,V) as a linear map map Λ
kg∗ → V which is trivial upon insertion
of elements in p. Then a direct computation shows that ∂∗ can be expressed on
decomposable elements as
∂∗φ =
n∑
s=1
(
1
2
n∑
t=1
ǫξtι[ξs,ηt] − ρ
V
ξs
)
ιηsφ
and by linearity this formula holds for all k-chains. Subsequently, we have
(∂∗α) ∧ β =
1
2
n∑
s=1
n∑
t=1
(
ǫξtι[ξs,ηt]ιηsα
)
∧ β −
n∑
s=1
(
ρVξsιηsα
)
∧ β = (∗).
In order to simplify the above expression we choose the basis of p+ to be the union
of bases of the positive grading components of g. Then by duality we see that
B(ξs, ηt) 6= 0 if and only if s = t, implying that we can anticommute ǫξt and ιηs .
Furthermore, if the indices are the same, the bracket [ξs, ηs] is contained in g0 ⊂ p
and thus inserts trivially into α.
Therefore, in the first sum we can move ǫξt right next to α. In the next step,
we move in both sums all the interior products as well as the operator ǫξt to the
right hand side of the wedge product, which adds the sign (−1)k in the first sum
and (−1)k+1 in the second sum. By definition of the dual action we therefore
obtain that
(∗) = (−1)kα ∧
(
1
2
n∑
s=1
n∑
t=1
(
ǫξtι[ξs,ηt]ιηsβ
)
−
n∑
s=1
(
ρV
∗
ξs ιηsβ
))
= (−1)kα ∧ (∂∗β)
as claimed.
Let V → G/P be the vector bundle associated to the P -representationV. Since
the subalgebra p+ is isomorphic to (g/p)
∗ as P -modules, the Kostant codifferential
induces a G-invariant bundle map ΛkT ∗(G/P ) ⊗ V → Λk−1T ∗(G/P ) ⊗ V for all
1 ≤ k ≤ dim(G/P ) and also a tensorial map on the level of sections, which we both
denote by the same symbol. Furthermore, the kernel and image of this bundle map
are G-invariant subbundles in ΛkT ∗(G/P ) ⊗ V with underlying representations
ker(∂∗) and im(∂∗), and we denote these subbundles by the same symbols. By
naturality, the corresponding homology bundle Hk(G/P, V ) is associated to the
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P -module Hk(p+,V) and we denote by π the canonical projection ker(∂
∗) →
Hk(G/P, V ) as well as the induced map on the level of sections.
In the case of a tractor bundle V we can use this setting to define a series of
natural differential operators mapping between sections of homology bundles. In
order to do so, let dV be the covariant exterior derivative induced by the trac-
tor connection. Then it was shown in [5] (and simplified in [3]) that there exists
a natural differential operator L : Γ(Hk(G/P, V )) → Γ(ker(∂
∗)), called the split-
ting operator, which is determined by π ◦ L = id and ∂∗ ◦ dV ◦ L = 0. Subse-
quently, we can define for all 0 ≤ k ≤ dim(G/P ) − 1 the (k-th) BGG-operator
DVk : Hk(G/P, V )→ Hk+1(G/P, V ) via D
V
k := π ◦ d
V ◦ L. Since the tractor con-
nection is flat, these operators satisfy DVk+1 ◦D
V
k = 0, and the cohomology of the
induced BGG-complex
0 Γ(H0(G/P, V )) · · · Γ(Hdim(G/P )(G/P, V )) 0
DV DV
computes the twisted deRham cohomology, c.f. [5, Corollary 4.15].
In order to relate the BGG-complex with Poisson transforms in the sequel, we
define the (curved) box operator R := dV ∂∗+∂∗dV . Then by [3, Proposition 5.5]
each homology class in Γ(Hk(G/P, V )) has a unique representative in Γ(ker(
R))
which coincides with the image of L.
Theorem 2. Let G be a semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra g, P a parabolic
subgroup of G and V a tractor bundle over G/P with underlying representation
V. Let DC : Ω
∗(G/P, V )→ Ω∗(G/P, V ) be the differential operator induced by the
Casimir element C of g and denote by τVC the tensorial operator on Ω
∗(G/P, V )
induced by the tensor product of the identity on Λkp+ and the action of C on V.
Then the curved box operator R satisfies
DC(α) = 2
R(α) + τVC (α).
for all α ∈ Ωk(G/P, V ).
Proof. [6, Corollary 1].
2.3 The Casimir operator on symmetric spaces
Let G be a semisimple Lie group with finite centre and Lie algebra g, let θ : g→ g
be a Cartan involution with corresponding Cartan decomposition g = k ⊕ q and
K ⊂ G be the maximal compact subgroup with Lie algebra k. The Lie bracket
on g satisfies [k, k] ⊂ k, [k, q] ⊂ q and [q, q] ⊂ k, showing that q is naturally a
k-module as well as a K-module. Therefore, we obtain an isomorphism between
g/k and q as K-modules and thus an identification of the tangent bundle T (G/K)
with the associated bundle G ×K q. In particular, the restriction of the Killing
form to q is positive definite and K-invariant and hence induces a G-invariant
Riemannian metric on G/K. Furthermore, the Cartan decomposition also induces
a distribution Q of TG which is horizontal for the projection G→ G/K. This in
turn induces a G-invariant connection on each homogeneous vector bundles over
G/K, called the canonical connection.
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If V is a tractor bundle with underlying representation ρ : G → GL(V), then
the tractor connection ∇V is also a G-invariant connection on V . Furthermore, by
[4, Proposition 3.3.1] there is a K-invariant inner product 〈 , 〉V on V characterized
by 〈X · v, w〉V = −〈v, θ(X) · w〉V for all v, w ∈ V and X ∈ g, and we denote by h
the induced G-invariant bundle metric on V . Then we can define an additional G-
invariant connection ∇θ on V , called the twisted tractor connection, as the adjoint
connection to ∇V with respect to h, i.e. determined by the relation
h(s,∇θξt) := ξ · h(s, t)− h(∇
V
ξ s, t)
for all s, t ∈ Γ(V ) and ξ ∈ X(G/K). By adjointness it immediately follows that
the connection ∇θ is also flat.
For the rest of this section we construct a calculus on tractor bundle valued
differential forms onG/K. First, using the Euclidean bundle metric on V we define
for all V -valued k-forms α and V -valued ℓ-forms β a differential form α ∧h β ∈
Ωk+ℓ(G/K) by the usual wedge product on differential forms composed with the
contraction h : Γ(V ) × Γ(V ) → C∞(G/K). Second, the bundle metric h on V
together with the Riemannian metric on G/K induce a pointwise inner product
〈 , 〉 on Ωk(G/K, V ) for all k = 0, . . . , dim(G/K) as well as an L2-inner product.
The former can be used to define a Hodge star operator
∗ : Ωk(G/K, V )→ Ωdim(G/K)−k(G/K, V ), α ∧h ∗β := 〈α, β〉 vol
for all α, β ∈ Ωk(G/K, V ), where vol is the volume form on G/K. Next, the tractor
connection ∇V and the twisted tractor connection ∇θ are both flat, implying
that their covariant exterior derivatives dV and dθ both induce a twisted deRham
complex. Subsequently, we define the covariant codifferential δV : Ωk(G/K, V )→
Ωk−1(G/K, V ) to be the formal adjoint to dV with respect to the L2-inner product,
which can also be described by δV = (−1)k∗−1dθ∗. Finally, we define the covariant
Laplace by ∆V := dV δV +δV dV , which by construction is formally selfadjoint with
respect to the L2-inner product.
Theorem 3. Let G be a semisimple Lie group with finite centre and Lie algebra
g and K ⊂ G a maximal compact subgroup. Let V be a G-representation with
corresponding tractor bundle V over G/K. Let DC : Ω
∗(G/K, V ) → Ω∗(G/K, V )
be the differential operator induced by the Casimir operator C on g and τVC the
tensorial map on Ω∗(G/K, V ) which is induced by the action of C on V tensorized
with the identity on Λkq∗. Then for all α ∈ Ωk(G/P, V ) we have
DCα = −∆
V α+ τVC (α).
Proof. [15, p.385] in the case Γ = {e}.
Remark. Note that in the case of scalar valued differential forms Theorem 3 de-
generates to the well-known fact that DC is the negative of the Laplace-Beltrami
operator.
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3 Poisson transforms and their properties
3.1 Equivariant operators and the BGG-complex
Throughout this section let G be a semisimple Lie group with finite centre, K a
maximal compact subgroup and P a parabolic subgroup of G. For homogeneous
vector bundles V → G/P and W → G/K we consider G-equivariant continuous
linear operators
Φ: Ωk(G/P, V )→ Ωℓ(G/K,W )
which we will use to relate the geometries of G/K and G/P . In particular, if V
is a tractor bundle we focus on equivariant operators Φ as above which naturally
descend to the BGG-complex.
Recall that the image of the splitting operator L : Γ(Hk(G/P, V ))→ Γ(ker(∂
∗))
is the unique representative of a homology class contained in the kernel of the
curved box operator R. Therefore, we could assume that Φ is trivial on the
kernel of R, as this ensures to obtain an induced operator on sections of the
homology bundles. However, this forces us to compute the splitting operator
explicitly, which is a tedious task in general. Thus, we will instead consider an
operator Φ which is trivial on the image of the Kostant codifferential and therefore
factors to a G-equivariant linear operator
Φ: Γ(Hk(G/P, V ))→ Ω
ℓ(G/K,W ).
Furthermore, we also assume that the composition Φ ◦ dV ◦ ∂∗ is trivial, as this
enables us to compute the image of DV σ for σ ∈ Γ(Hk(G/P, V )) without the use
of the splitting operator. Indeed, for any α ∈ Γ(ker(∂∗)) representing σ we can
find a V -valued (k − 1)-form β on G/P such that L(σ) = α + ∂∗β. By definition
of the BGG-operator we obtain that
DV σ = π(dV L(σ)) = π(dV α) + π(dV ∂∗β),
where π : Γ(ker(∂∗))→ Γ(Hk(G/P, V )) is the canonical projection, and since Φ◦π
coincides with Φ this implies that Φ(DV σ) = Φ(dV α).
The following Theorem shows that the two ways of descending the operator Φ
to the BGG-complex are equivalent as well as the geometric significance for the
corresponding symmetric space.
Theorem 4. Let G be a semisimple Lie group with finite centre and Lie algebra g,
K ⊂ G a maximal compact subgroup and P ⊂ G a parabolic subgroup. Let V be a
G-representation and let VK and VP the corresponding tractor bundles over G/K
and G/P , respectively. Let Φ: Ωk(G/P, VP ) → Ω
ℓ(G/K, VK) be a G-equivariant
linear operator which is also equivariant with respect to the induced g-actions.
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) The operator Φ satisfies Φ ◦ ∂∗ = 0 and Φ ◦ dVP ◦ ∂∗ = 0,
(ii) The operator Φ is trivial on the image of R,
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(iii) The image of Φ is contained in the kernel of ∆VK .
Proof. (i) ⇔ (ii): By definition of R the implication (i) ⇒ (ii) is trivial. Con-
versely, by [3, Theorem 5.2] the box operator is invertible on the image of ∂∗,
implying
Φ ◦ ∂∗ = Φ ◦R ◦ (R)−1 ◦ ∂∗ = 0,
and hence also Φ ◦ dVP ◦ ∂∗ = 0.
(ii) ⇔ (iii): Let τVKC and τ
VP
C denote the G-equivariant tensorial maps on
Ωℓ(G/K, VK) and Ω
k(G/P, VP ), respectively, which are induced by the action of
the Casimir element C of g on V. Since the operator Φ is g-equivariant it commutes
with the differential operator DC , so by combining Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 we
obtain that
2Φ(Rα) + Φ(τVPC α) = Φ(DCα) = DCΦ(α) = −∆
VKΦ(α) + τVKC (Φ(α))
for all α ∈ Ωk(G/P, V ). Finally, we have τVKC ◦ Φ = Φ ◦ τ
VP
C by g-equivariance of
Φ, implying that ∆VKΦ(α) = 0 if and only if Φ(Rα) = 0.
3.2 Definition of Poisson transforms
Following the previous section, we now present a way of constructing linear G-
equivariant integral operators between vector bundle valued differential forms on
G/P and G/K. Consider the product manifold P := G/K × G/P , which is en-
dowed with a canonical G-action from the left, and denote the canonical projection
from P onto G/K and G/P by πK and πP , respectively. The product structure
induces a pointwise decomposition
ΛkT ∗P =
⊕
p+q=k
Λp,qT ∗P ∼=
⊕
p+q=k
ΛpT ∗(G/K)⊗ ΛqT ∗(G/P ),
the latter isomorphism being induced by the canonical projections. We denote by
Ωp,q(P) the space of sections of Λp,qT ∗P and say that its elements are of bidegree
(p, q) (or shortly, (p, q)-forms). Note that by construction the wedge product is
compatible with the bigrading and that forms with different bidegree are linearly
independent. Similarly, if E is a vector bundle over P we can define the space
Ωp,q(P , E) of E-valued differential forms on P of bidegree (p, q) in the same way.
Let V be a finite dimensional P -representation, W a finite dimensional K-
representation and denote their associated homogeneous vector bundles by V :=
G ×K V and W := G ×P W, respectively. Then the tensor bundle E := π
∗
KW ⊗
π∗PV
∗ is naturally a vector bundle over P . If n denotes the dimension of the
compact manifold G/P , we define for all φ ∈ Ωℓ,n−k(P , E) a linear operator
Φ: Ωk(G/P, V )→ Ωℓ(G/K,W ), α 7→
 
G/P
φ ∧ π∗Pα.
Here the wedge product is formed via the canonical pairing between the vector
bundles E and π∗PV . Furthermore, it is easy to see that the operator Φ is G-
equivariant if and only if its corresponding kernel φ is a G-invariant differential
form.
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Definition 1. If the integral operator Φ is G-equivariant we call Φ a Poisson
transform and φ its corresponding Poisson kernel.
Thus, in order to produce Poisson transforms we need to find G-invariant E-
valued differential forms on P , which can be reduced to computations in finite
dimensional representations. Indeed, the maximal compact subgroup K acts tran-
sitively on G/P , implying that the group G acts transitively on the product P .
In particular, if we denote by M the intersection of K and P we see that P is
isomorphic to G/M . Furthermore, denoting the induced projections from G/M to
G/P and G/K by the same symbols, a moment of thought shows that the vector
bundle E = π∗KW ⊗ π
∗
PV
∗ over G/M is the homogeneous bundle associated to
the M -representation E := W ⊗ V∗. All in all, we see that Poisson kernels can
be viewed as G-invariant elements in Ω∗(G/M,E), which in turn correspond to
M -invariant elements in the underlying representation Λ∗(g/m)∗ ⊗ E.
Theorem 5. Let g and m denote the Lie algebras of G and M , respectively. Then
there is a bijective correspondence{
Poisson transforms
Φ: Ωk(G/P,V )→Ωℓ(G/K,W )
}
⇔
{
M−invariant elements
in Λk(g/m)∗⊗E
}
.
Remark. The pullback of a section of a line bundle L over G/P along πP is
a smooth function on G/M . Therefore, each Poisson kernel φ ∈ Ωℓ,n−k(P , E)
induces a family of G-equivariant operators Ωk(G/P, V ⊗ L) → Ωℓ(G/K,W ) by
the same formula.
3.3 Compatibility with differential operators
In this section we will prove compatibility results between Poisson transforms and
several differential operators acting on vector valued differential forms on G/P and
G/K, respectively, which can be expressed in terms of the corresponding Poisson
kernel. Since we are mostly interested Poisson transforms which descend to the
BGG-complex we will mainly focus on the case of tractor bundle valued differential
forms in the sequel.
Let V and W be G-representations with associated tractor bundles V → G/P
and W → G/K. The pullbacks VM of V along πP and WM of W along πK are
both tractor bundles over G/M with the same underlying vector spaces, regarded
as M -representations. In particular, the tensor product E = WM ⊗ V
∗
M is also a
tractor bundle over G/M with underlying G-representation W⊗ V∗.
Recall from section 2.2 that the Kostant codifferential ∂∗ on Ω∗(G/P, V ∗) is
a G-equivariant tensorial operator, so it can be lifted to a G-equivariant operator
∂∗P on Ω
0,∗(G/M,V ∗M ) via the projection πP . Moreover, for α ∈ Ω
p,0(G/M,WM )
and β ∈ Ω0,q(G/M,V ∗M ) we define ∂
∗
P on their wedge product by ∂
∗
P (α ∧ β) :=
(−1)pα∧(∂∗Pβ). By linear extension this defines a G-equivariant tensorial operator
∂∗P : Ω
p,q(G/M,E)→ Ωp,q−1(G/M,E),
which we call the P -codifferential.
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Similarly, the Hodge star operator ∗ on W -valued differential forms on G/K is
G-equivariant and tensorial and thus induces an operator ∗K on Ω
p,0(G/M,WM ).
Furthermore, for α ∈ Ωp,0(G/M,WM ) and β ∈ Ω
0,q(G/M,V ∗M ) we define ∗K(α ∧
β) := (∗Kα) ∧ β and extend this linearly to a G-equivariant operator
∗K : Ω
p,q(G/M,E)→ Ωdim(G/K)−p,q(G/M,E),
which we call the K-Hodge star.
Next, the pullbacks of the tractor connections on V ∗ and W are G-invariant
flat connections on V ∗M and WM . Thus, their tensor product is G-invariant con-
nection ∇E on the tractor bundle E over G/M , which by naturality coincides
with the tractor connection. The induced covariant exterior derivative dE can be
decomposed into partial derivatives dE = dK + dP , where the first and second op-
erator map differential forms of bidegree (p, q) to forms of bidegree (p+ 1, q) and
(p, q + 1), respectively. The partial derivatives will again be G-equivariant differ-
ential operators by construction, and we call dK the K-derivative or K-differential
and similarly for dP .
Furthermore, recall from section 2.3 that W is also endowed with the twisted
tractor connection ∇θ, which is also G-invariant by construction. Therefore, we
obtain an additional G-invariant connection ∇E,θ on E and a decomposition of
the induced covariant exterior derivative dE,θ = dθK + d
θ
P into partial derivatives.
In regards of the definition of the twisted tractor connection it follows that the
restrictions of ∇E and ∇E,θ to the subbundle ker(TπK) = G×M (k/m) of T (G/M)
coincide, which in turn implies that the partial derivatives dP and d
θ
P coincide.
Combining dθK with the K-Hodge star we define the K-codifferential δK on
E-valued (p, q)-forms on G/M by δK := (−1)
p∗−1K d
θ
K∗K , and subsequently the K-
Laplace by ∆K := dKδK+δKdK , which are both G-invariant differential operators
by construction.
All the differential operators on Ω∗(G/M,E) defined above are G-equivariant
and thus haveM -equivariant counterparts on the level of the underlying represen-
tations, which we will denote by the same symbols.
Theorem 6. Let G be a semisimple Lie group with finite centre, K its maximal
compact subgroup, P ⊂ G a parabolic subgroup and V → G/P and W → G/K be
tractor bundles. Let Φ: Ωk(G/P, V )→ Ωℓ(G/K,W ) be a Poisson transform with
underlying Poisson kernel φ of bidegree (ℓ, n− k).
(i) The compositions Φ ◦ dV and Φ ◦ ∂∗ are Poisson transforms with kernels
(−1)n−k+ℓ+1dPφ and (−1)
n−k+ℓ∂∗Pφ, respectively.
(ii) The compositions dW ◦Φ, ∗ ◦Φ, δW ◦Φ and ∆W ◦Φ are Poisson transforms
with kernels dKφ, ∗Kφ, δKφ and ∆Kφ, respectively.
Moreover, we have ∗KdP = (−1)
n+1dP ∗K as well as ∗K∂
∗
P = (−1)
n+1∂∗P ∗K . In
particular, both the P -differential and P -codifferential anticommute with dK , δK
and ∆K .
Proof. Let VM be the pullback bundle of V along πP , let WM the pullback of
W along πK and put E := WM ⊗ V
∗
M . By definition of the pullback connection,
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the corresponding covariant exterior derivatives satisfy the relations π∗P ◦ d
V =
dV
∗
M ◦ π∗P . Thus, we obtain for all α ∈ Ω
∗(G/P, V ) that
dWM (φ ∧ π∗Pα) + (−1)
n−k+ℓ+1φ ∧ π∗P d
V α = (dEφ) ∧ π∗Pα
Furthermore, using the local expression of the fibre integral in a bundle chart
for G/M → G/K it can be shown that dW ◦
ffl
G/P
=
ffl
G/P
◦dWM via an easy
generalization of [9, VII, Proposition X]. Therefore, splitting dEφ into partial
derivatives and integrating both sides of the above equation we deduce
dWΦ(α) + (−1)n−k+ℓ+1Φ(dV α) =
 
G/P
(dKφ) ∧ π
∗
Pα+
 
G/P
(dPφ) ∧ π
∗
Pα. (1)
(i) If α is of degree k−1 the first summand on the left hand side of (1) is trivial.
Moreover, on the right hand side the integrand involving the K-derivative is
of total bidegree (ℓ+1, n− 1) and thus vanishes after integration over G/P .
For the second formula recall that the Kostant codifferential is self-adjoint
due to Proposition 1. Therefore, by definition of the P -codifferential we get
(∂∗Pφ) ∧ π
∗
Pα = (−1)
n−k+ℓφ ∧ π∗P ∂
∗α,
and the claimed formula follows by integrating both sides.
(ii) If α is of degree k the second summand on the left hand side of equation
(1) is trivial, whereas on the right hand side the integrand involving the
P -derivative is of bidegree (ℓ, n + 1) and thus vanishes after integration.
Next, the Hodge star operator is tensorial, so by the local description of the
fibre integral we immediately conclude that ∗ ◦ Φ is the Poisson transform
associated to the kernel ∗Kφ. Combining these two results the rest follows
immediately.
The commutation relations between the differential operators on G/M follow from
applying the corresponding operators on G/K and G/P simultaneously to Φ. As
an example, if we first apply (i) and then (ii) to the composition ∗ ◦ Φ ◦ dV , its
kernel is given by (−1)n−k+ℓ+1 ∗K dPφ, whereas the other way round it computes
as (−1)k+ℓdP ∗K φ.
Remark. After exchanging the differential operators for vector valued differential
forms by their analogues on scalar valued forms, similar compatibility results for
Poisson transforms between scalar valued differential forms hold, compare with
[10, Proposition 3].
As a Corollary we obtain an easy condition when a Poisson transform factors
to the BGG-complex on G/P , c.f section 3.1, which can be phrased entirely in
terms of its Poisson kernel.
Corollary 7. Let G be a semisimple Lie group with finite centre, K a maxi-
mal compact subgroup of G, P ⊂ G a parabolic subgroup and let V → G/P and
W → G/K be tractor bundles. Then a Poisson transform Φ: Ωk(G/P, V ) →
Ωℓ(G/K,W ) factors to the BGG-complex on G/P if and only if its underlying
kernel φ satisfies ∂∗Pφ = 0 and ∂
∗
P dPφ = 0.
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Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 6.
Remark. If we assume in addition that V and W have the same underlying G-
representation, then by Theorem 4 we know that the images of Poisson transforms
which factor to the BGG-complex are automatically harmonic. Thus, Corollary 7
provides an efficient way to design Poisson transforms with harmonic images via
computations of kernels of linear maps between finite dimensional vector spaces.
4 Poisson transforms for real hyperbolic space
Let G = SO(n+ 1, 1)0 be the identity component of the special orthogonal group
of signature (n+ 1, 1) with maximal compact subgroup K and minimal parabolic
subgroup P . Then G/K is the real hyperbolic space of dimension n+ 1, whereas
G/P is the conformal n-sphere. Let V = Rn+1,1 be the standard representation of
G and denote the corresponding tractor bundles over G/K and G/P by VK and
VP , respectively, which are called the standard tractor bundles. For the rest of this
article we explicitly construct Poisson transforms
Φ: Ωk(G/P, VP )→ Ω
ℓ(G/K, VK)
which factor to the BGG-complex, and determine their properties regarding dif-
ferential operators on G/K and G/P .
4.1 Geometric preliminaries
Consider the bilinear form b on V = Rn+2 of signature (n+1, 1) corresponding to
the symmetric matrix
S =
0 0 10 idn 0
1 0 0

and realize SO(n+1, 1) as the set of all g ∈ GL(n+2) which satisfy gtSg = S and
det(g) = 1. Writing elements of G as block matrices with the same block sizes as
the matrix S the parabolic subgroup P is given by
P =

a −aY tB −a2 |Y |20 B Y
0 0 a−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣a ∈ R∗, Y ∈ Rn, B ∈ SO(n)
 ,
whereas the maximal compact subgroup is the stabilizier of the global Cartan
involution g 7→ (gT )−1. In particular, the subgroup M consists of all matrices in
P with a = 1 and Y = 0. Furthermore, we define the group A as the set of all
matrices in P with B = id and Y = 0 as well as the group N as all matrices in P
with B = id and a = 1. In this way, the Langlands decomposition of P is given
by P =MAN .
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Deriving the defining equation for the matrix representation of G the Lie alge-
bra g = so(n+ 1, 1) is given by
g =

 a −Y t 0X B Y
0 −Xt −a
∣∣∣∣∣∣a ∈ R, X, Y ∈ Rn, B ∈ so(n)
 .
The block form of elements in g induces a |1|-grading g−1⊕g0⊕g1 of g. Moreover,
the Lie algebra m of M consists of those matrices with B ∈ so(n) being its only
nontrivial entry and thus is contained in g0. In particular, the |1|-grading of g
is invariant under the natural m-action and thus induces a decomposition of g/m
into the direct sum
g/m = (g/m)−1 ⊕ (g/m)0 ⊕ (g/m)−1.
We identify each element ξ ∈ g/m with its representative in g whose so(n)-part is
trivial, and we write ξ = (X, a, Y ) for the corresponding matrix. In this picture,
the action of m ∈M corresponding to B ∈ SO(n) is given by m ·ξ = (BX, a,BY ).
Furthermore, the subspace p/m is generated by E := (0, 1, 0) and the elements
FX := (0, 0, X) for X ∈ R
n, whereas k/m is given by all elements of the form
GY := (Y, 0, Y ) for Y ∈ R
n.
Lemma 8. The element E∗ ∈ (g/m)∗ dual to E is M -invariant and of bidegree
(1, 0). Furthermore, its K-derivative dKE
∗ is trivial, whereas its P -derivative
dPE
∗ is nondegenerate. Explicitly, if 〈 , 〉 denotes the standard inner product on
R
n, we have dPE
∗(FX , GY ) = 〈X,Y 〉 for all X, Y ∈ R
n.
Proof. Follows from [10, Proposition 4].
Remark. In [10] the invariant form E∗ was used to construct for a large class of
Lie groups a family of Poisson transforms ΦRk : Ω
k(G/P,L) → Ωk(G/K) for all
0 ≤ k ≤ n and any line bundle L over G/P . In the case G = SO(n+ 1, 1)0 it can
be shown (c.f. [11, section 3.2.]) that the images of these transforms are coclosed
and eigenforms for the Laplace operator on G/K and that they are the unique
transforms up to real multiples which preserve the degree. Furthermore, if L is
the trivial bundle they satisfy the relation
d ◦ ΦRk = (−1)
k(n− 2k)ΦRk+1 ◦ d
for all 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.
Next, a direct computation shows that the standard representation V splits
as an M -module into the direct sum V = V−1 ⊕ V0 ⊕ V−1, where V±1 ∼= R are
copies of the trivial representation and V0 ∼= R
n corresponds to the standard
representation of M ∼= SO(n). This decomposition is compatible with the |1|-
grading of g in the sense that gi ·Vj ⊂ Vi+j for all i, j ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, where we agree
that Vk = {0} for |k| > 1. Note that the above splitting of V coincides with the
eigendecomposition of the action of the grading element of g, and the indices are
precisely the eigenvalues.
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As a last step we will identify the structure of the standard tractor bundles
over G/P and G/K. In order to do so, recall that for all λ ∈ R we can define
a 1-dimensional P -representation R[λ] via p · t = a−λt for all p = man ∈ P and
t ∈ R. Its associated line bundle E [λ] is called the bundle of λ-densities, and for
any vector bundle W → G/P we define W [λ] :=W ⊗ E [λ].
Lemma 9. Let G = SO(n + 1, 1)0, K its maximal compact subgroup, P its
parabolic subgroup and V = Rn+1,1 the standard representation of G.
(i) The standard tractor bundle VK = G ×K V over G/K decomposes into the
Whitney sum of T (G/K) and a trivial line bundle.
(ii) The standard tractor bundle VP = G ×P V over G/P carries a G-invariant
filtration VP = V
−1 ⊃ V 0 ⊃ V 1 into homogeneous bundles whose associated
graded vector bundle is given by
gr(VP ) = E [1]⊕ T (G/P )[1]⊕ E [−1].
In particular, there is a canonical inclusion E [−1] →֒ VP .
Proof. (i) The the maximal compact subgroup K stabilizes a negative line as
well as its orthogonal complement VT , the latter being isomorphic to g/k as
a K-module. By the naturality of the associated bundle construction the
claim follows.
(ii) The parabolic subgroup P stabilizes a null line V1 as well as its orthogonal
complement V0 := (V1)⊥. Thus, we obtain a P -invariant filtration V =
V
−1 ⊃ V0 ⊃ V1 of V, whose associated graded satisfies V−1/V0 ∼= R[1],
V
0/V1 ∼= (g/p)[1] and V1 ∼= R[−1]. Now the claim follows by the associated
bundle construction.
4.2 Construction of Poisson transforms
We continue our discussion by explicitly constructing a family of Poisson kernels
φV ∈ Λℓ,n−k(g/m)∗ ⊗ End(V) whose associated Poisson transforms factor to the
BGG-complex. In order to do so, note that the natural inclusion E [−1] →֒ VP from
Lemma 9(ii) induces an identification of Ωk(G/P ) with a subset of Ωk(G/P, VP [1]).
Furthermore, the splitting of VK in part (i) the same Lemma induces a decompo-
sition
Ωℓ(G/K, VK) = Ω
ℓ(G/K, T (G/K))⊕ Ωℓ(G/K)
for all 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n + 1 by tensoriality. Regarding the case of Poisson transforms
between scalar valued differential forms we therefore focus on the construction of
operators ΦVk between VP -valued k-forms on G/P and T (G/K)-valued k-forms on
G/K which factor to the BGG-complex and have coclosed images. If VT denotes
theK-invariant subspace in V corresponding to the tangent bundle as before, these
transforms correspond by Theorem 6 to Poisson kernels φVk ∈ Λ
k,n−k(g/m)∗ ⊗
L(V,VT ) which satisfy
∂∗Pφ
V
k = 0, ∂
∗
P dPφ
V
k = 0, δKφ
V
k = 0.
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In order to construct such a Poisson kernel we need to determine an explicit formula
for the P -codifferential.
Remark. For k = n the first condition and for k = 0 the last two conditions on
the Poisson kernel are trivially satisfied, implying that these two cases have to
be dealt with seperately. Therefore, we will focus on the construction of φVk for
1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 in the sequel.
Proposition 10. Let ρV
∗
denote the tensor product of the induced g-action on V∗
with the identity on Λ∗(g/m)∗⊗V. For X ∈ Rn let ξX ∈ g1 and GX ∈ k/m denote
the corresponding vectors. Then the image of a Poisson kernel φ ∈ Λ∗(g/m)∗ ⊗
End(V) under the P -codifferential is given by
∂∗Pφ = −
1
2n
n∑
j=1
ιGej ρ
V
∗
ξej
φ, (2)
where {e1, . . . , en} be an orthonormal basis of R
n with respect to the standard inner
product on Rn. Moreover,
(i) If E ∈ g/m denotes the M -invariant vector induced by the grading element,
then for all φ ∈ Λ∗(g/m)∗ ⊗ End(V) we have
∂∗P ιEφ = −ιE∂
∗
Pφ, ∂
∗
P (E
∗ ∧ φ) = −E∗ ∧ ∂∗Pφ.
(ii) Let W be any subspace of V. Then the image of φ ∈ Λ∗(g/m)∗ ⊗ L(Vj,W)
under the P -codifferential has values in the subspace L(Vj−1,W).
(iii) The subspace Λk,ℓ(g/m)∗ ⊗ L(V−1,V) is contained in the image of the P -
codifferential for all 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n− 1.
Proof. Since the Lie algebra g is |1|-graded, the formula for the Kostant codiffer-
ential form the proof of Proposition 1 reduces to the alternation of the p+-action
on V. Explicitly, if we denote by ηX ∈ g−1 the element corresponding to X ∈ R
n
we obtain that
∂∗ψ = −
1
2n
n∑
s=1
ρVξej ιηejψ
for all ψ ∈ Λℓp+ ⊗ V, where we used the explicit expression of the Killing form
on g. Interpreting this formula in terms of the M -module g/m, the subspace
g−1 ∼= g/p corresponds to k/m, which is generated by vectors Gej for j = 1, . . . , n.
Thus, on decomposable elements φ = α ∧ β with α ∈ Λℓ,0(g/m)∗ ⊗ V and β ∈
Λ0,n−k(g/m)∗ ⊗ V∗ we deduce that
∂∗Pφ = (−1)
ℓ+1 1
2n
n∑
j=1
α ∧ ρξej ιGej β = −
1
2n
n∑
j=1
ιGej ρ
V
∗
ξej
φ,
where we used that α is of bidegree (ℓ, 0) and thus trivial upon insertion of the
vectors Gej for all j = 1, . . . , n. Since ∂
∗
P is linear this formula holds for all
elements in Λ∗(g/m)∗ ⊗ End(V).
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(i) Follows immediately from (2) by using the antiderivation property of the
interior product.
(ii) For all ξ ∈ p+ = g1 the values of the M -invariant elements ρ
V
∗
ξ φ lie in the
space L(Vj−1,W) by definition of the dual action.
(iii) It suffices to construct a preimage of φ ∈ Λ0,ℓ(g/m)∗ ⊗ L(V−1,V) under ∂
∗
P ,
which has to be of bidegree (0, ℓ + 1) and to have values in L(V0,V) by
part (ii). Explicitly, if we denote by FX ∈ p/m and ηX ∈ g−1 the elements
corresponding to X ∈ Rn, then a direct computation shows that
φ˜ :=
2n
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(ιFeidPE
∗) ∧ ρV
∗
ηei
φ
satisfies ∂∗P φ˜ = φ.
In order to get an appropriate ansatz for the Poisson kernels φVk consider the
M -equivariant map S ∈ End(V) which induced the matrix representation of G in
section 4.1. This map satisfies θ(X) · S(v) = S(X · v) for all X ∈ g and v ∈ V,
which implies that it is contained in the kernels of the partial derivatives dθK and
dP . Furthermore, for i ∈ {1,−1} let fi : Vi → V1 denote the M -equivariant maps
induced by the identity. Then we define for all k ∈ R the M -invariant element
σk ∈ Λ
1,0(g/m)∗ ⊗ L(V,VT ) via
σk := (k + 1)E
∗ ⊗ S − (k + 1)dθKf1 + (n+ 2)d
θ
Kf−1.
By construction, these elements are contained in the kernel of dθK , satisfy σk(ξ)|V1 =
0 and σ−1(ξ)|V0 = 0 for all ξ ∈ p/m as well as the relation
kσk + σ−1 = (k + 1)σk−1 (3)
for all k ∈ R. Furthermore, using the formula for the P -codifferential from Propo-
sition 10 a direct computation shows that (dPE
∗)n−k−1∧dPσk is contained in the
kernel of ∂∗P for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.
Subsequently, we consider the M -invariant element
φ
(1)
k := ∗K(E
∗ ∧ (dPE
∗)n−k−1 ∧ dPσk) ∈ Λ
k,n−k(g/m)∗ ⊗ L(V,VT )
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, which by definition of the K-codifferential and Lemma 8 is
K-coclosed. Furthermore, the P -codifferential commutes with the K-Hodge star
up to a sign as well as with the wedge product with E∗ due to Proposition 10(i),
implying that ∂∗Pφ
(1)
k = 0. However, the P -differential of this form is not in the
kernel of ∂∗P . Therefore, we add an additional error term, which in view of relation
(3) we choose as a multiple of
φ
(2)
k := ∗K((dPE
∗)n−k ∧ σ−1) ∈ Λ
k,n−k(g/m)∗ ⊗ L(V−1,VT ).
This is contained in the kernel of ∂∗P due to Proposition 10(ii) and also K-coclosed
by the same arguments as before.
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Therefore, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n−1 the Poisson kernel φVk := kφ
(1)
k +φ
(2)
k is contained
in the kernels of δK and ∂
∗
P . Furthermore, using that dP ∗K = (−1)
n+1 ∗K dP from
Theorem 6 as well as relation (3) its P -derivative satisfies
dPφ
V
k = (−1)
n+1(k + 1) ∗K ((dPE
∗)n−k ∧ dPσk−1), (4)
which is also contained in the kernel of ∂∗P by a direct computation. Thus, by
Corollary 7 it follows that the Poisson transforms ΦVk induced by φ
V
k factor to
G-equivariant operators
ΦVk : Γ(Hk(G/P, VP ))→ Ω
k(G/K, T (G/K))
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.
Remark. The definition of φVk initially also makes sense for k = 0. However, since
ιEσ−1 = 0 it follows that the resulting Poisson kernel is trivial.
Theorem 11. Let G = SO(n + 1, 1)0, K ⊂ G its maximal compact subgroup
and P ⊂ G its minimal parabolic subgroup. Let V = Rn+1,1 be the standard
representation of G and VP = G×P V its associated vector bundle over G/P . For
all 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 let
ΦVk : Γ(Hk(G/P, VP ))→ Ω
k(G/K, T (G/K))
the G-equivariant map induced by the Poisson kernels φVk . Then the images of Φ
V
k
are coclosed and harmonic differential forms on G/K.
Proof. Since the Poisson transform induced by φVk factor to the BGG-complex and
have coclosed image, the claim follows from Theorems 4 and Theorem 6.
Remark. With more effort it can be shown that for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 the operator
ΦVk is the unique Poisson transform Ω
k(G/P, VP )→ Ω
k(G/K, VK) up to multiples
which factors to the BGG-complex.
4.3 The Poisson transforms on weighted differential forms
In the next step we extend the domain of the Poisson transforms constructed in
the previous section to differential forms on G/P with values in weighted stan-
dard tractor bundles VP [λ] for any λ ∈ R. We show that the image of their
induced G-equivariant operators on sections of the weighted homology bundles
Hk(G/P, VP )[λ] consists again of coclosed differential forms which are eigenforms
of the covariant Laplace operator on G/K.
Explicitly, fix λ ∈ R and consider the pullback of α ∈ Ωk(G/P, VP [λ]) along
the projection πP : G/M → G/P . SinceM is compact, the pullback of a λ-density
is a smooth function on G/M , so π∗Pα is a differential form on G/M with values
in G ×M V. Therefore, the same formula as in the unweighted case defines a G-
equivariant operator ΦVk,λ : Ω
k(G/P, VP [λ]) → Ω
k(G/K, T (G/K)) induced by the
Poisson kernel φVk , which we again call a Poisson transform.
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Via the proof of Theorem 6 we can compute the image of α ∈ Ωk(G/P, VP [λ])
under ∆K ◦Φ
V
k,λ as the fibre integral of ∆K(φ
V
k ∧π
∗
Pα) over G/P , and similarly for
δK◦Φ
V
k,λ. However, since the bundle VP [λ] does not carry aG-invariant connection,
the results from Theorem 6(ii) on the composition of the covariant operators on
G/K do not apply. Thus, we first need to prove the following Lemma.
Lemma 12. Let σ be a λ-density on G/P . Then the K-derivative of the pullback
π∗Pσ ∈ C
∞(G/M) is given by
dKπ
∗
Pσ = λπ
∗
P σ · E
∗.
Proof. If f : G → R[λ] is the P -equivariant map corresponding to σ, then the
pullback π∗Pσ corresponds to the same map, viewed as an M -equivariant function.
Thus, its K-derivative dKπ
∗
Pσ ∈ Ω
1,0(G/M) corresponds to the equivariant map
dKf : G → (p/m)
∗ ⊗ R[λ] given by (dKf)(X + m)(g) = (LXf)(g) for all g ∈ G,
where LX ∈ X(G) denotes the left invariant vector field determined by X ∈ g.
We will compute the derivative explicitly by using the Langlands decomposition
p = m⊕ a⊕ n. First, the subalgebras n = g1 and m act trivially on R[λ], implying
that dKf is trivial for X ∈ m⊕n. On the other hand, the subalgebra a is generated
by the grading element E˜, which projects to the M -invariant vector E ∈ g/m. By
P -equivariance of f we obtain
(dKf)(g)(E) = (LE˜f)(g) = λE˜ · f(g),
and since the grading element acts by the identity on R[λ] the claim follows.
Next, we define several M -equivariant linear operators related to the invariant
vector E ∈ g/m which appear in the formula for ∆K(φ
V
k ∧ π
∗
Pα) and compute the
images of Poisson kernels under these operator. First of all, consider the g-actions
ρ and ρθ on f ∈ End(V) by
(ρXf) (v) := X · f(v)− f(X · v),
(
ρθXf
)
(v) := θ(X) · f(v)− f(X · v)
for all v ∈ V and X ∈ g, and denote their trivial extensions to φ ∈ Λk(g/m)∗ ⊗
End(V) by the same symbols. Via this notation, the M -equivariant map corre-
sponding to the derivative is for all ξj = Xj +m ∈ g/m given by the formula
dφ(ξ0, . . . , ξk) =
k∑
i=0
(−1)iρXi(φ)(ξ0, . . . , ıˆ, . . . , ξk)
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jφ([Xi, Xj] +m, ξ0, . . . , ıˆ, . . . , ˆ, . . . , ξk),
(5)
where the hat denotes omission. Next, we define for all ξ ∈ p/m the maps Lξ :=
ιξdK + dKιξ, and similarly for L
θ
ξ , as well as L
∗
ξ := ξ
♭ ∧ δK + δKξ
♭∧, which are
the infinitesimal versions of the Lie derivatives and the adjoint with respect to the
K-Hodge star operator. In addition, for each subspace W ⊂ V we denote by φ|W
the restriction of the values of φ to W, i.e.
(φ|W)(ξ1, . . . , ξk) := φ(ξ1, . . . , ξk)|W
for all ξ1, . . . , ξk ∈ g/m.
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Lemma 13. Let φ be any Poisson kernel of bidegree (ℓ, n − k) with values in
End(V). Then
(i) LEφ = ρE(φ) + (n− k− ℓ)φ+E
∗ ∧ ιEφ and similarly for L
θ
E by exchanging
ρE with ρ
θ
E.
(ii) L∗Eφ = −ρ
θ
E(φ)− (ℓ− k − 1)φ− ιE(E
∗ ∧ φ).
(iii) The grading element E˜ satisfies ρE˜(φ) + ρ
θ
E˜
(φ) = 2
(
φ|
V−1
− φ|
V1
)
.
Proof. (i) Follows by a direct computation using (5) and the fact that the grad-
ing element acts on gi by multiplication with i.
(ii) Since we can write L∗Eφ = − ∗
−1
K L
θ
E(∗Kφ) the claim follows from (i) by
applying the identity E∗ ∧ ιE(∗Kφ) = ∗KιE(E
∗ ∧ φ).
(iii) The grading element is in the (−1)-eigenspace of the Cartan involution θ,
which implies for f ∈ End(V) that
(ρE˜ + ρ
θ
E˜
)(f)(v) = −2f(E˜ · v)
for all v ∈ V. Furthermore, E˜ acts on Vj by multiplication with j, so the
right hand side equals 2(f |V−1 − f |V1)(v). Since the g-action on the space
of Poisson kernels is the trivial extension of the action on End(V), the claim
follows.
Using these formulae we can determine the images of a weighted standard trac-
tor bundle valued differential form on G/P under the compositions of the Poisson
transform with the covariant Laplace operator and the covariant codifferential on
G/K, respectively.
Proposition 14. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 let φVk be the Poisson kernel constructed in
section 4.2 and denote the corresponding G-invariant differential form by the same
symbol. Then for all α ∈ Ωk(G/P, VP [λ]) we have
δK(φ
V
k ∧ π
∗
Pα) = −λ(ιEφ
V
k ) ∧ π
∗
Pα
∆K(φ
V
k ∧ π
∗
Pα) = −λ(n− 2k + λ)φ
V
k ∧ π
∗
Pα− 2λ
(
φVk
∣∣
V−1
)
∧ π∗Pα.
Proof. For any Poisson kernel φ ∈ Ωℓ,n−k(G/M,G×MEnd(V)) we define the (k, n)-
form φλ := φ ∧ π
∗
Pα on G/M . Combining the formula for the K-derivative of the
pullback of a density from Lemma 12 and the definition of the K-codifferential we
directly compute that
dKφλ = (dKφ+ λE
∗ ∧ φ) ∧ π∗Pα, δKφλ = (δKφ− λιEφ) ∧ π
∗
Pα.
Putting these two formulae together and applying Lemma 13 we can write the
image of φλ under the K-Laplace as
∆Kφλ =
(
∆K − λLE + λL
∗
E − λ
2
)
φ ∧ π∗Pα
=
(
∆Kφ+ 2λφ|V1 − 2λφ|V−1 − λ(n− 2k + λ)φ
)
∧ π∗Pα.
In particular, for φ = φVk we have ∆Kφ = 0, δkφ = 0 and φ|V1 = 0.
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In particular, combining Proposition 14 with Theorem 6 we see that for α ∈
Ωk(G/P, VP [λ]) the image Φ
V
k (α) is in general not an eigenform of the twisted
Laplace operator ∆VK on G/K. However, if we factor the Poisson transforms to
the corresponding homology bundles, we have the following Theorem.
Theorem 15. Let G = SO(n+ 1, 1)0, K ∼= SO(n + 1) its maximal compact sub-
group and P its minimal parabolic subgroup. Let V be the standard representation
of G and VP the standard tractor bundles over G/P . For λ ∈ R let
ΦVk,λ : Γ(Hk(G/P, VP [λ]))→ Ω
k(G/K, T (G/K))
be the G-equivariant linear operators induced by the Poisson kernels φVk . Then
the image of ΦVk,λ consists of coclosed eigenforms of the twisted Laplace Beltrami
operator with eigenvalue −λ(n− 2k + λ).
Proof. For σ ∈ Hk(G/P, VP [λ]) choose any representative α ∈ Ω
k(G/P, VP [λ])
contained in the kernel of the Kostant codifferential. By Theorem 6, the image of
the VK-valued differential form Φ
V
k (σ) on G/K under the covariant codifferential
δVK and the covariant Laplace operator ∆VK is given by the fibre integral of
δK(φ
V
k ∧π
∗
Pα) and ∆K(φ
V
k ∧π
∗
Pα), respectively. Using the results from Proposition
14 we need to show that the Poisson transforms associated to ιEφ
V
k and φ
V
k
∣∣
V−1
are trivial on the kernel of the Kostant codifferential. By selfadjointness of the
P -codifferential it suffices to prove that these two Poisson kernels are in the image
∂∗P . However, by construction both these M -invariant elements are contained in
Λ∗(g/m)∗⊗L(V−1,V) and thus in the image of ∂
∗
P due to Proposition 10(iii).
4.4 Compatibility of PTs with BGG-operators
We conclude our discussion by proving that the Poisson transforms ΦVk also satisfy
a commutation relation with the covariant exterior derivatives. We will do this
by showing that the partial derivatives of the Poisson kernels coincide up to a
multiple.
First, we have to introduce some notation. By a k-vector X of Rn we mean a
k-fold wedge product X1 ∧ . . .∧Xk of vectors in R
n. We denote by FX the wedge
product FX1 ∧ . . .∧FXk , and similarly for GX. Finally, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k we write F
i
X
for the wedge product obtained from FX by omitting the i-th factor.
Proposition 16. For all k = 1, . . . , n − 2 the Poisson transforms ΦVk satisfy the
relation
(k + 2)dVK ◦ ΦVk = (−1)
n−kk(n− 2k)ΦVk+1 ◦ d
VP .
In particular, if n is even, then the image of Φn
2
is contained in the space of closed
and coclosed VK -valued differential forms on G/K.
Proof. By Theorem 6 we need to determine the K-derivative of φVk and relate it
the P -derivative of φVk+1, c.f. equation (4) in section 4.2. In order to do so, for all
X , Y ∈ Rn we denote by ξX and ηY the corresponding elements in p+ and k and
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by FX ∈ p/m and GY ∈ k/m their projection to g/m, respectively. First, we will
determine the Poisson kernels E∗ ∧ ιEdKφ
V
k and ιE(E
∗ ∧ dKφ
V
k ) using formula (5)
for the infinitesimal version of the derivative and then combine them to obtain the
claimed result.
(i) Let X be a k-vector and Y be an (n − k)-vector on Rn. Applying formula
(5) for the K-derivative we can split
E∗ ∧ ιEdKφ
V
k (E,FX, GY) = dKφ
V
k (E,FX, GY) = (∗)
into (∗) = (I) + (II), where (I) is the sum of all expressions involving Lie
brackets of representatives of the vectors in g/m and (II) is the sum of all
expressions involving the action of g on End(V).
For the first summand the bracket relations on g imply that the only pair-
ings which contribute nontrivially to the K-derivative are those between the
grading element and the representatives ξXi and ηYj , which equal ξXi and
2ξYj − ηYj , respectively. Thus, a direct computation shows that
(I) = (n− 2k)
(
E∗ ∧ φVk
)
(E,FX, GY).
For the other summand of (∗) we have to alternate over the actions of the
representatives of the vectors in p/m, i.e. we have to determine
(II) = ρEφ
V
k (FX, GY) +
k∑
i=1
(−1)i+1
(
ρξXiφ
V
k
)
(E,F i
X
, GY).
Using the explicit formulae for the g-action on V and the exterior calculus
on (g/m)∗ a direct computation shows that
kιEρξXφ
V
k = ιE(E
∗ ∧ ιFXρEφ
V
k )
for all X ∈ Rn. Inserting this into the second sum of (II) and moving the
vectors FXi to the right place we deduce that (II) = 0.
(ii) By definition, the expression ιE
(
E∗ ∧ dKφ
V
k
)
is only nontrivial upon insertion
of FX and GY for any (k+1)-vector X and (n− k)-vector Y. Therefore, we
have to compute the expression
ιE
(
E∗ ∧ dKφ
V
k
)
(FX, GY) = dKφ
V
k (FX, GY) = (∗∗),
for which we again use formula (5). Note that the Lie bracket between two
elements in p+ is trivial, and that [ξX , ηY ] = −〈X,Y 〉E is not contained in
k. Therefore, the bracket part of (∗∗) is trivial, obtaining
(∗∗) =
k+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1ρξXiφ
V
k
(
F i
X
, GY
)
.
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Using the definition of the Poisson kernel φVk and the exterior calculus on
Λ∗(g/m)∗ it can be shown via a lengthy computation (c.f. [11, Proposition
3.4.3(ii)]) that
(∗∗) = (−1)n−kk(n− 2k) ∗K (E
∗ ∧ (dPE
∗)n−k−1 ∧ ιEdPσk)(FX, GY).
Finally, we can distribute the interior product with E over the wedge product
and apply the formula ∗K(ιEω) = (−1)
ℓ+1E∗ ∧ ∗Kω, which holds for all
Poisson kernels ω of bidegree (ℓ, n− k), resulting in
ιE
(
E∗ ∧ dKφ
V
k
)
= (−1)n−kk(n− 2k) ∗K ((dPE
∗)n−k−1 ∧ dPσk)
− (n− 2k)E∗ ∧ φVk .
Combining the formulae from parts (i) and (ii) we obtain
(k + 2)dKφ
V
k = (k + 2)
(
E∗ ∧ ιEdKφ
V
k + ιE
(
E∗ ∧ dKφ
V
k
))
= (−1)k+1k(n− 2k)
(
(−1)n+1(k + 2) ∗K ((dPE
∗)n−k−1 ∧ dPσk)
)
,
and the expression in the brackets coincides with the P -derivative of φVk+1, c.f.
equation (4) in section 4.2. Finally, for the global result we apply Theorem 6.
The last result also induces compatibility results for the BGG-operators on
G/P and the induced G-equivariant maps ΦVk induced by the Poisson transforms.
Indeed, recall that we constructed the Poisson transforms Φk to satisfy Φk◦d
VP ◦∂∗,
which in turn implies that for any σ ∈ Γ(Hk(G/P, VP )) and any representative
α ∈ Γ(ker(∂∗)) of σ we have ΦVk (D
VP σ) = ΦVk (d
VP α), c.f. section 3.1. Thus, from
Proposition 16 we immediately obtain
Theorem 17. Let G = SO(n + 1, 1)0, K ∼= SO(n + 1) its maximal compact
subgroup and P its minimal parabolic subgroup. Let V = Rn+1,1 be the standard
representation of G and denote by VK and VP the corresponding standard tractor
bundles over G/K and G/P , respectively. Then the G-equivariant maps
ΦVk : Γ(Hk(G/P, VP ))→ Ω
k(G/K, T (G/K))
induced by the Poisson kernels φVk satisfy
(k + 2)dVK ◦ ΦVk = (−1)
n−kk(n− 2k)ΦVk+1 ◦Dk,
for all k = 1, . . . , n− 2, where Dk denotes the k-th BGG-operator.
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